Computational identification of proteins for selectivity assays.
At the stage of optimization of a chemical series the compounds are normally assayed for binding or inhibition on the target protein as well as on several proteins from a selectivity panel. These proteins are normally identified on the basis of sequence homology to the target protein. Experimental selectivity data are also taken into account if available. Cases when a nonhomologous protein has a significant affinity to the compound series are going to be missed if the selectivity panel is identified by homology. Experimental data is usually either unavailable or limited to a small fraction of proteins that should be considered. We have developed a computational method of identification of selectivity panel proteins. It is based on the evaluation of binding site similarity to the target protein using docking scores of target-selected molecular probes. These probes are obtained by docking a large library of drug-like compounds to the target protein followed by selecting a diverse subset from the best virtual binders. Docking scores of these probes to other proteins measure binding site similarity to the target. Because the method does not require prior knowledge of either affinities or structures of inhibitors for the target, it can be applied to any protein with known 3D structure. Validation of the method includes rediscovery of nonhomologous proteins that bind common ligands: estradiol, tamoxifen, and riboflavin. Given 3D structures, the method can effectively discriminate proteins with similar binding sites from random proteins independent of sequence homology.